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"This is not a black thing. This is a national crisis. If it hasn't already affected
you, it will!"
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Dr. Kay transcripts (March 2015)
Dr. DavidSon was on the Dr. Kay show broadcasted in Cambridge, Maryland in the Washington
D.C. locale March 2015. The host, Operations Manager Shane Walker assisted Dr. Kay in her
absence. He had several questions that would be typical. The most obvious are as follows:

#CBDrKayTranscript1? Dr. DavidSon why do people desire to have faith based counseling
as opposed to secular counseling? "Great question. There are numerous secular therapies. Take
the RET-Rational Emotive Therapist as an classic example. A fellow comes guilt ridden because
of unfaithfulness to his wife. He explains he's struggling with guilt because of the Biblical
principles he believes. The RET will cite the belief system (adultery-guilt) as the problem. Given
a wife with low libido, the client did what was rational and should not feel guilty according to
RET. The RET begins desensitization therapy attacking biblical faith to abate the guilt. Believers
know this is therapyt attempting to undermine the basis of their faith."
#CBDrKayTranscript2: Dr DavidSon the headline of the article you wrote Black Family
Headed for Extinction is explosive. How did you arrive to that conclusion, and has their
been criticism that you are critical of the Black community? "Shane I was not being
sensational at all. If anyone extrapolates the data, the person would reach similar conclusions.
Over 71% of black families are single parent, it was 23% fifty years ago. More than 50% of
black males don't graduate from high school. Below the poverty level, 80% leave their babies.
The Bureau of Justice us projecting 1 of 3 will be jailed in their life time. I could go on with data
endlessly! I'm considered the top Christ-based Counselor in this nation,and an expert in my field.
I'm not a talking head. No projecting on others. No denial of the problem. It is not criticism. If
you have a disease the physician needs to be clear about the extent of the disease. A part of any
cure is to inform the patient. We are further mapping a reachable way to overcome this
condition. Listeners should go to ReturntoHim.info. Concerning criticism, we've reached more
than half a million people so far. There are critics, but not even a fraction of a percent compared
to those listening and beginning to understand the gravity of the condition."

#CBDrKaytranscript3: Dr Davidson what are the steps as you see it to improve the African
American family? "Shane we know the root cause and sub-causes. Given our history in the
nation, our freedom from slavery was a miracle of Red Sea magnitude. The movement was led
by the Christian faith, Quakers and free Christian blacks primarily. The same for the Civil Rights
movement. It too was led by Christians. No mosques burned, no temples blown up, but churches
were targeted. Fifty years ago, clearly more than 75% of blacks attended church. Today less than
17%. The problem is not education, votes, politicians, or government support this is a 'soulish'
issue. We have forgotten the God who freed us and secured our rights. Read Deuteronomy
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28:15-68 and see what happens with people who He sets free for His purpose, but they forget
Him. By the way, all families are suffering, but not to the degree of the Black family. If we do
not change their trajectory the others will be following that's for sure."
#CBDrKaytranscript4: Dr. DavidSon let's say five years from now, what would you like to
see? "Shane we have the baseline for where we are today. So, five years from now when Gallup
and other pollsters take church attendance polls we would like to see those trends reversing.
Church attendance is an indicator and independent variable. Get that one straight the others begin
to improve."
#CBDrKayTranscript5: So Dr DavidSon how long do you think it will be to turn the
condition of the Black family around? "Shane, this is a multi-generational battle like slavery
and Jim Crow. There have been persons like Fredrick Douglas and King--I'm neither--who knew
they would not live to see the changes they desired, but they were catalyst. We use the first
Christian symbol (fish - Jesus, Christ, God's Son and Savior) or ICTHUS as the framework to
keep us on point. I means to Identify the root cause (i.e., rejecting the God who freed us). C-Call
upon all parties. T-Target every cause. H-Hit, Harm every demonic entity. U-Use spiritual
warfare of prayer, faith and God's Word and pragmatism. S-Sustain the assault upon Satan and
his strategies against until the condition changes. Everyone knows there are issues, but now we
present the matter so all can understand the gravity of the problem. And your station is helping in
this regard. Everyone has a part."
#CBDrKayTranscript6: Dr. DavidSon we thank you so much for coming on the show, and
we look forward to your return. Do you have any final thoughts, and please tell the
audience how they can find out more, and get your books and any other information.
"Shane I'm so thankful for the New Beginnings Church and Pastor Joseph R. Fields in
Lewisville, Texas. They are the national program office, and thanks to my A3CEES team who
work so diligently with us. Our Christ-based Hub is at CBCentral.info. It's CB as in Christ-based.
Again, that is CBCentral.info. There they'll find our schools and colleges, counseling and faithlife coach certification and the Return to Him initiative we have shared today." Transcript closed.
NOTE: This program will continue to develop. Please check the ReturntoHim.info web site for
updates and resources.
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